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T Time constant of controller c 
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u Angular velocity 
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C, Damping ratio of second stage of valve 
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SUMMARY 
This study deals with a mathematical analysis of a hydraulic 
positioning system. The purpose of this analysis was to determine 
the ultimate operational limits for a particular hydraulic system and 
to investigate methods of increasing this performance. 
In the mathematical modelling, two models were used to describe 
the system performance. A non-linear model was developed which incor-
porated all nonlinear effects seen as significant by the author. A 
linear model, based on the non-linear model, was developed to examine 
the possible accuracy of the much simpler linear model and the effects 
of the various non-limiting. 
The non-linear model was shown to have dynamic operating charac-
teristics in very close agreement with actual test data. The major 
effect limiting system response was shown to be valve flow saturation. 
Of lesser, but nevertheless significant, effect, stiction of the bearing 
and the square-root law governing flow through the valve caused the 
linear and non-linear models to vary in their dynamic response. For 
an extremely small error signal, the linear and non-linear models were 
in agreement. 
The linear model was used to examine the effect of altering several 
system parameters. This parameter variation showed that, while the exact 
determination of leakage and viscous bearing friction coefficients is 
not critical in the prediction of system performance, the values of sys-
tem gain and load inertia have a significant impact on the dynamic char-
acteristics of the system. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, hydraulic systems have often been utilized to 
fill the need for powerful, quickly acting actuation systems. As the 
performance of these hydraulic systems increases, the cost of construct-
ing such a system has increased. Thus the desirability of being able to 
predetermine the dynamic operating characteristics of a proposed hydraulic 
system is obvious. The purpose of this thesis is to establish the per-
formance limitations of a particular hydraulic system and to indicate the 
reasons for these limitations. 
The major problem in any theoretical analysis of a hydraulic sys-
tem is analyzing the many non-linearities inherent in such a system. 
Also, as the degree of accuracy required increases, the number of non-
linearities which are significant increases. Classical control theory 
is normally sufficient to predict the system performance as long as mul-
tiple non-linearities do not occur. When these non-linearities appear, 
the classical techniques become so unwieldly that a valid analysis is 
virtually impossible. Modern control theory, however, is able to deal 
with these problems with relative ease. The state variable approach per-
mits simulation of such a dynamic system directly on a digital computer 
without it being necessary to ever explicitly solve the expressions 
relating the dynamics of the system. Although this technique can give 
very accurate information for a properly modeled system, it cannot sub-
stitute for good engineering to establish a correct model. 
2 
Due to the fact that the analysis of a complete hydraulic system 
using classical techniques is not easily accomplished for any but the 
most simple systems and because modern control theory is a relatively 
recent development, most work in the field of hydraulics has been directed 
toward developina accurate models of the individual system components 
rather than in analyzing complete systems. One of the most thorough 
dealings with the entire field of fluid power is a series of papers pub-
lished by members of the Dynamic Analysis and Control Laboratory at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Many of these papers, including 
the "Contribution to Hydraulic Control" series, have been published in 
the book Fluid Power Control (l). Although hundreds of similar efforts 
have been directed at predicting the dynamic operating characteristics of 
individual components, little has been done in the area of combining these 
improved, mostly non-linear, models into a system analysis. One rela-
tively complete closed loop system analysis was carried out by Rausch in 
1959 (2). In his study, non-linear models were developed and a non-linear 
analog solution was compared with a linearized classical control solution 
to the same problem, with disappointing results. 
Often, advances in hydraulics have been brought about by advances 
in other fields. This has especially been the case in the aerospace 
industry. Electronic radar and communication equipment have advanced to 
such a sophistication that analyzing the performance of this equipment 
using a scale model of the airplane or spacecraft has been a necessity 
for several years. Recently, angular displacements of one-tenth of a 
milliradian have become possible to detect with this electronic equipment. 
The test equipment must therefore have the capability to detect and 
3 
respond to such a small displacement. In the past, turntables to which 
the scale models are mounted have been driven by electric motors. When 
high torques are also required, these electric motors and their associated 
geartrains are able to respond neither fast nor accurately enough for 
these small displacements. Hydraulics has recently been considered as a 
means of meeting this requirement. 
Electronic testing equipment such as needed in the aerospace 
industry is one of the major product areas of Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., 
an Atlanta based electronics firm. Responding to the need for a high 
torque antenna positioner for extremely accurate or smooth operation, 
a hydraulic system was designed and two units were built by this firm. 
One of these positioners is shown in Figure 1. 
The problem to which this thesis is directed is that of mathe-
matically describing the particular system as constructed by Scientific-
Atlanta and simulating the system on a digital computer. The simulation 
will include both a non-linear description and a linearized description 
about various operating points. Each will be compared with data from 
tests of the actual system. The purpose of this thesis is to illustrate 
the ultimate limitations on the performance of the hardware and what 
effects cause these limitations. With this information, modifications 
can be made to the existing or subsequent positioning systems to increase 
the performance beyond that of the two prototypes. 





The approach used in the analysis of the hydraulic servo system 
is as follows. Each component of the servo system is modeled separately, 
including all dynamic effects which seem to be significant. Once all 
of the individual components are modeled, they are combined to form 
the entire system. The system consisting of all the interacting com-
ponents is then analyzed to determine which of the dynamic effects can 
be neglected at lower operating frequencies. 
A schematic diagram of the entire configuration may be seen in 
Figure 2. A commercial servo-controller is used to compare the desired 
angular position with the feedback signal from the turntable assembly. 
The output of this amplifier is fed to a four-way, two-stage electro-
hydraulic valve which controls the flow of fluid leading to a pair of 
hydraulic cylinders. These cylinders drive the turntable by a chain 
and sprocket drive mechanism. In the intended application, a scale model 
aircraft would be mounted to the turntable and rotated through various 
angles. The angular displacement is detected by a ten turn potentiometer 
coupled to the turntable by a geartrain. A slight valve underlap will 
enable both pistons to be pressurized when the system is in operation. 
Because a highly accurate geartrain is utilized, mechanical backlash is 
minimized. 
In the following paragraphs, the mathematical model for each 
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of a Hydraulic P o s i t i o n i n g System. 
o 
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significant by the author are discussed and included in the analysis. How-
ever, later some of these effects may be shown to be minimal. 
Servo-Controller 
The commercial controller used in this system can be represented 
by a simple lag model as long as saturation of the output does not occur. 
The output may be saturated in either current or voltage. 
To develop the linear *nd non-linear models of this element of 
the system, the idealized output current is found first. This represents 
the linear model since no saturation is allowed. The idealized model may 
be represented by the transfer function 
Us) k 
(2.1) 
(s) TcS + 1 
where 
i. *= output current, ma. 
k = variable gain of controller, 2.5 to 250 ma/volt. 
T = time constant of controller. 
c 
t * error signal between desired and actual angular displacement, 
volts. 
If non-linear saturation of the controller is to be considered, the 
block diagram of Figure 3 represents the entire saturated controller. 
The implementation of these and other non-linearities in the simulation 
model are discussed in Appendix B. 
Servovalve 
Analytic representation of servovalve performance has been the sub-
ject of much study and research in recent years. Although high order 
sat" 
• / - V 1 i 
- / - - -v sa t 






saturation current, ma. 
load inductance, henrys, 
load resistance, ohms. 
saturation voltage, mv. 
Figure 3. Block Diagram of Servo-Controller, 
oo 
models have been developed to account for the many dynamic effects in a 
two stage valve, the many significant non-linearities of the valves 
together with the extremely high frequency of some of these effects 
tends to make lower order models more satisfactory. To derive the appro-
priate transfer function for this application, two models of this type of 
valve, presented by Merritt (3) and Moog (4), were combined into a more 
complete model which includes the dynamics of the flapper and the spool. 
Also current is considered an input. The development of this model is 
in Appendix A. 
A frequency response analysis of the composite model described 
above, as well as the third order Moog model of Figure 33, Appendix A, 
are compared in Figure 4 with the second order model suggested by Moog 
(5). 
The discrepancy among the three curves at higher frequencies is 
apparently due to a discrepancy in the data supplied by the valve manu-
facturer. Since the second order model is based upon experimental evi-
dence, this model was used in the analysis. 
Two effects are not considered in the linear transfer function 
which must be considered in the non-linear analysis. The first involves 
the physical limitation in movement of the spool and the second involves 
the flow rates to the two cylinders. Each will be discussed separately. 
The transfer function derived in Appendix A for the servovalve 
expressed in block diagram form in Figure 5. For a description of state 
variable format, see Appendix C. Valve flow forces were not considered 
in this analysis. If x reaches a mechanical limit, two non-linear effects 
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Figure 4 . Bode P lo t for Second, Third , and Fi f th Order 
Moog Valve Models. 
o 
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Figure 5. Linear Block Diagram of Servovalve 
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to the integrator its velocity is zero. The velocity again becomes non-
zero only when v acquires the proper sign to bring X within the unsatu-
s s 
rated limits. A non-linear representation of this may be seen in Figure 6 
~>B»> 
— ~ u ^ 
v 
v «k i-2Cu> v -u x 
s v n s n s 
x sat 
_ / sat 
-**-
Figure 6. Non-linear Block Diagram of Servovalve 
where X = saturation spool displacement. The net results of the 
above diagram are that velocity remains unchanged as long as spool dis-
placement is not at a maximum and that spool displacement is saturated 
if it reaches the maximum. 
Commonly, flow to and from the valve are assumed to be equal. 
Because line transients are to be considered in this analysis and because 
the flows are from two different cylinders, flows to and from the valve 
may not be equal at a given time. Therefore, this common assumption may 
not be valid in this case. A more complete pressure-flow relationship 
must therefore be found for the non-linear analysis. 
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A four-way, three-land spool valve can be presented accurately 
by its electrical analogy: a loaded Wheatstone bridge with square law 
arms (6), shown in Figure 7. The mechanical orifice configuration of 
Figure 8 is equivalent to the electrical network of Figure 7. Flows 
Qa» 9H> 3 >





Figure 7. Elect r ica l Analogy of Spool Valve 
Orif ices . 
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Figure 8. Four-way Spool Valve 
q = C A \|2/p(AP) (2.2) 
where 
Cd = orifice coefficient, dimensionless. 
2 4 
p = density of fluid, lb-sec /in . 
2 
A = orifice area, in . 
o 
n 
AP = differential pressure across orifice, lb/in . 
q * flow rate through orifice, in /sec. 
Assuming the value is symmetrical with matched orifices, 
q - k(xs) f—rr 
where k(X ) i s a l i n e a r funct ion of spool d isplacement . 
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The flows may therefore be represented as 
"1 " M V fS "
 P l - k 4 U s ) t l • ?> 
^ = " k 2 ( X s ) f s ' P l + k 3 ( V F 2 " P : 
<5 " k l ( X s ) YPs " P l + k 2 ( x s } 1Ps " P 2 
(2 .3 ) 
\ = k 3 U s ) ^ 2 - P r + k4<Xs> f 1 " P r 
where k. = C A \|2/p i s the or i f ice coefficient of o r i f i ce . For sharp 
-4 2 / . 4 edqed square or i f ices , C » .6 ("7). Assuming p ~ .78 x 10 lb-sec / i n 
for petroleum based fluids (8), 
C - Z 100 i n 2 / ^16 - sec 
A = X ^ d 
o s s 
where d = diameter of spool, in. 
Therefore 
k(X ) - 314 d X 
s s s 
Assuminq no leakaqe flow, k(X ) = 0 when A < 0, k , k , k , and k. can 
be represented in Figure 9. 
* K r K 3 
s« 314d̂ . s--314d 
A K 2 »
K 4 
Figure 9. Flow Coefficients as Functions of Spool 
Displacement. 
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The flow equations thus simplify to 
I. = 314 d X |P - P. 
'1 s s 1 s 1 
= 314 d x UP - p 
s s J 2 r 
q = 314 d X |P - P. 
^s s s \ s 1 
q = 314 d X Po - P for X >0 (2.4) 
Mr s s ll 2 r s 
q. = 314 d X \|P. - P Ml s s U 1 r 
^2 = 314 ds Xs f s - P2 
q - 1314 d X | \|P - P Ms s s' tf s 2 
q = 1314 d X I lip. - P for X < 0 Mr s s1 * 1 r s 
Using the above relations and the non-linear value dynamic equations 
outlined above, the non-linear description of the value is complete. 
Piston-Chain-Turntable 
The pistons and turntable-chain combination must be analyzed as a 
unit due to the interaction of these components during motion of the 
system. Several assumptions have been made in the analysis of t M s 
assembly. 
1. The pressure is uniform throughout each cylinder. 
2. The mechanical assembly is rigid; that is, there is no rela-
tive deflection between the sprocket and turntable or between 
the piston mounting point and the sprocket. 
17 
whe 
3. The bearina friction is independent of angular displacement. 
Continuity of flow around the cylinder yields 
qi = ̂ d + % + "c (2-5) 
3 > re q = flow into the cylinder from the valve, in /sec. 
q, = flow due to piston displacement, in /sec. 
3 
q = leakage flow around piston, in /sec. 
q * compression of hydraulic fluid, in /sec. 
Each of the above flows may be expressed by the following equations: 
q = A dx/dt (2.6) 
2 
A = cylinder area, in . 
x c position of piston, in. 
qe = L(p -pr) -Lp (2.7) 
3 2 
L = leakage coefficient, in /sec/lb/'in . 
2 
p * pressure of fluid in cylinder, lb/in . 
p = reservoir pressure = 0 
qc = £- (Ax) dp/dt (2.8) 
2 
where p = bulk modulus, lb/in . 
The displacement of the piston is governed by two factors: turn-
table displacement and stretching of the chain. Referring to Figure 10, 
it may be seen that if the chain is the correct length so that the pis-
tons are centered with no pressure or angular displacement of the turn-
table, the displacement of piston A may be expressed as 
B 
chain 
~\-i<y / / / / //*-/// / r v // /////-£. 
'B 
//i1-/-/-///////// ///><// xT"-*--
Figure 10. Mechanical Piston-Chain-Turntable Assembly, 
00 
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X « t |2t + R e (2 .9) 
where Ley = Length of cy l i nde r , i n . 
R = pitch radius of sprocket, in. 
9 = angular displacement, radians. 
The stretching of the chain adds another factor to the displacement. 
This stretching may be expressed as 
Xstr = f (LCY *R + R 0) (2-10> 
where 
X J = stretched distance of chain, in. str 
2 
P = pressure of cylinders, lb/in . 
2 
A = area of cylinder, in . 
K = spring rate, lb. 
Lch * t o t a l length of chain, i n . 
Combining equa t ions (2 .9 ) and (2.10) the t o t a l express ion for p i s t o n 
displacement i s 
x . kat + R e +
 P-A ( t c h ^ j R + R e ) ( 2 - 1 1 ) 
t he re fo re 
dx _ PAR A . L c h - j r R L D . x . , . . 
d t R ^ + ~JT w ic ^ 2 ~ ' P (2 .12) 
where u> = angular v e l o c i t y , r a d / s e c . 
Combining equat ions ( 2 . 5 ) , ( 2 . 6 ) , ( 2 . 7 ) , ( 2 . 8 ) , ( 2 . 1 1 ) , and (2.12) 
20 
q i 
- A[(R + e f )u + 4 ( tch_^R + R e ) & ] + Lp 
+ 0- [ ^ + Re + >£ (
L c b - *B + Re)]p 
Simpli fying 
P = y * * '- - L> 
This is the non-linear state variable representation of the derivative 
of pressure as a function of flow, angular displacement, angular velocity, 
and pressure. This equation may be implemented directly as it is for a 
non-linear analysis or may be linearized about some operating point for 
a linear analysis. If 0 and 8 are replaced by -6 and -6, the equation 
for piston B results. 
Summing moments around the turntable, it is found that 
T = Iu + f(u) « (FA -FB)R + M e x t (2.14) 
where T = total torque, in-lbf. 
2 
I • moment of inertia of turntable and load, lbm in . 
f(td) = nonlinear moment of bearing, in-lb/rad/sec. 
F. * force exerted on chain by piston A, lbf. 
FR * force exerted on chain by piston B, lbf. 
R = pitch radius of sprocket, in. 
M = External moment applied to turntable, in-lbf. 
From this equation the following two dynamic equations may be written 
21 
^ A - V +Mext " f U " V 
9 = w 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
where kD = viscous bear ino moment c o e f f i c i e n t , i n - l b f / r a d / s e c . 
D 
f(u) = nonlinear moment of the preloaded bearing, in-lbf. 
The "stiction" of the bearing, due to the static and dynamic 
sliding characteristics of the valve, may be represented by a function of 
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Figure 11. Stiction Moment on Turntable, 
where f = static friction moment, in-lbf. 
s 
f, = kinetic friction moment, in-lbf. 
k 
u = angular rate of rotation. 
Because of the extremely non-linear characteristics about the origin, 
a linear representation of this characteristic is impossible. A static 
moment of 65 ft-lbf and a kinetic moment of 55 ft-lbf were given by the 
manufacturer. A decaying exponential function of CJ may be used to simu-
late the function. A convergence rate of e was used in this analysis, 
Equations (2.15) and (2.16) complete the piston-turntable model. 
Hydraulic Lines 
The only remaining elements of the system to be modeled are the 
hydraulic connecting lines between the various system components. There 
are three major effects on the fluid passing through these lines. A 
wall resistance results in a net pressure drop across the line. Compres-
sibility of the fluid tends to make the lines act as a capacitor. 
Finally, fluid mass and inertia serve as an inductive time delay in the 
response of the line. The most accurate representation of such a resis-
tive, inductive, capactive (RLC) system is a distributed parameter model 
such as presented by Blackburn (10) as 
Pb + ZsQb = Pa(t " V + ZsQa(t - V 
and (2.17) 
P - Z Q = P. (t - T ) - Z Qu(t - T ) a s b b e s b e 
2 
where P and P, = upstream and downstream pressure respectively, lb/in . a D 
Q and Q, = upstream and downstream volumetric flow rates, 
a D 
* • i 3 respectively, in /sec. 
t = time 
23 
T = wave travel time along pipe, sec. 
Z = characteristic impedance of the pipe, 
sec-lbf 
Here 
— V . y ' C l X G V s U ^ . J ^ i . O V s J . l ' l M I U ^ U W I I V U V-/A \s > • \~ ^ -L. £S \ - J p-
in 
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z = jpp7A ~ 5 3 4° lbf-sec/in 
if f = 60 in, A = .0625 in2, p * .78 x 10~4 lbf-sec2/in4, p =270,000 lb/ir/ 
If T is small in comparison with the significant wavelengths of 
the system, the distributed parameter representation may be replaced by 
a much simpler lumped parameter model. In the lumped model, each of the 
three components of line dynamics, resistance, capacitance, and inertiance, 
can be modeled separately and combined to simulate the entire line. The 
order in which these pieces may be combined depends upon the particular 
input and output values desired. Because the three components are differ-
ent, the model can not be symmetrical and will thus not have exactly the 
same dynamics for one end as for the other. The error incurred here is 
small and is often necessary to attain a low order model. As described 
by Blackburn (ll), the relationship governing fluid inertance is 
P - Pu = A = IT dw/dt (2.18) 
a b Ag L ' 
where P and P, = the upstream and downstream pressure respectively, 
lb/in2. 
J = line length 
2 
A = cross sectional area of the pipe, in . 
24 
2 
o = acceleration of gravity, ft/sec . 
W = weight rate of flow, lb/sec. 
2 2 
I. = line inertance, sec /in . 
Fluid capacitance is given as 
YAJ* 
u - % = e d p > / d t = CL d P / d t (2.19) 
where the terms not already defined are 
3 
Y = specific weight of fluid, lb/in . 
<n 
p = fluid bulk modulus, lb/in . 
U = line capacitance, in . 
Finally, fluid resistance, a nonlinear quantity when the flow is 
turbulent and a linear term when the flow is laminar, can be approximated 
by the relationship 
AP = Cj P/2 |VL|VL= RLA (2.20) 
3 
where P « fluid density, lbm/in . 
V. = fluid velocity, in/sec. 
C» = loss coefficient. 
o 
R. * fluid resistance, sec/in . 
A block diagram representation of each of the three components 
is shown in Figure 12. 
The particular line model to be used will not be chosen here, 
but will be chosen when the type of model needed has been established. 
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Figure 12. Block Diagrams of Fluid Elements, 
CHAPTER III 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
Having completed the basic mathematical representation of the 
dynamics of eac^ of the system components, the next task is the uni-
fying of these individual pieces into a system. Both a linear and a non-
linear system of equations are developed. First, a linear model is 
developed through a series of tests made to determine the performance 
limits of the hardware. Using the linear model as a base, the non-linear 
model is systematically built. As each non-linear effect has been added, 
its effect on the system has been analyzed. 
The reason for developing both a linear and a non-linear model 
is twofold. The development of the linear equations and the implemen-
tation of these equations in a numerical simulation is generally more 
simple than developing and implementing the corresponding non-linear 
system. If in fact the linear model were to give results of sufficient 
accuracy, much work and computational time could be saved. On the other 
hand, without a non-linear model, the significance of certain non-linear 
characteristics may never be determined. 
A fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme is used in both 
system models to simulate the system in time. State variable techniques 
are utilized (12). The integration, essentially a numerical boundary 
value "shooting" (13) technique, constructs the paths in state space of 
the state variables as functions of time. Although this is a discrete 
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approximation technique, very accurate results are possible if a suf-
ficiently small integration step size is used. 
The linear representation of the control system consists of the 
linearized versions of each of the component models. The controller 
and servovalve can be represented simply by the transfer functions of 
equation (2.1) and Figure 5. The transfer function for the pistons, 
equation (2.13), is highly non-linear. Therefore, a linearization of 
this equation about some operating point yields the following linear 
relation for p 
• _ q - (L +k5)p - klu - k66 +k7 
P = k4 
(3.1) 
P A 
where kl = Ak(l + - ~ ) 
k2 = (Lcb2" *
R + eQR) 
k3 q - Lp - k-u 
ô *o 1 o 
k 4 = A
2/p ̂ (p + po)k2 + 1/A (Ley/2 + R6Q)j 
k5 
A2/k(k4Ru + ^ ) 
2 E 
k4 
A2Rk3 f} + Pc 
W.^((H^J+VA) 
k7 = k5p + k60 ro o 
where A c piston area, in . 
R •= pitch radius of sprocket, in. 
k = spring rate of chain, lb. 
Lch * length of the chain, in. 
Ley « length of cylinder, in. 
o 
P = bulk modulus of f l u id , l b / i n . 
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L - leakage c o e f f i c i e n t , in / s e c / l b / i n . 
3 
q » flow in to c y l i n d e r , in / s e c . 
2 
p * p re s su re of c y l i n d e r , l b / i n . 
9 » angular displacement of turntable, radians. 
u = angular velocity of turntable, radians/sec. 
Note that to calculate p for piston B (see Figure 10) q, 0, and u must 
change sign. This represents the linearized pressure derivative of the 
cylinder. 
The remaining elements of the system are the turntable-chain com-
bination and the line dynamics. With the exception of the bearing fric-
tion, all of the elements of the turntable-chain combination which were 
not incorporated in the above relation for p are linear. Unfortunately, 
because of the unusual shape of the function (see Figure 10), no linear 
model of this effect is possible. Some viscous friction may still be 
present, however, and this factor is included in the model. At this 
point, line dynamic effects are assumed negligible and are not included. 
This assumption will be validated after a few time constants of the sys-
tem have been established. Since the time constant of the controller is 
of the same order as the time delay (.001 sec), the controller dynamics 
are also neglected and a constant gain is assumed for the controller. A 
block diagram of the entire linear configuration may be seen in Figure 
13. 
Once the linear model is working correctly, several parameters of 
the system are changed to determine which were the most critical to the 
analysis. The parameters varied are servocontroller gain, inertia of the 
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Figure 13. Block Diagram of Linear Model of Hydraulic System. fO 
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The results of each variation will be discussed individually and conclu-
sions will be made. A variation in one parameter will not be as mean-
ingful unless all remaining parameters are constant throughout the test. 
Therefore, each parameter is varied individually. The nominal values 
for the parameters which will be varied are given as 
Amplifier Gain 6000 ma/radian 
Turntable and Load Inertia 50,000 lbm - in2 
Bearing Viscous Friction 7.7 x 10~4 in-lb/radian/sec 
Leakage Coefficient 1 x 10~6 in3/sec/lb/in2 
The amplifier gain was chosen to give good system performance. 
The inertia was a representative load as given by the manufacturer. 
The viscous friction coefficient and the leakage coefficient were crude 
estimates of factors which will later be shown to have little effect on 
the system if these factors are chosen reasonably. 
Plots of the system response to a step input from a finite displace-
ment to zero displacement for various values of controller gain are 
given in Figure 14. In this figure and the remaining parameter varia-
tion curves, pressure in cylinder A (see Figure 10) and turntable displace-
ment are given. Only two pressure curves are given because the data tended 
to overlap and become indistinguishible if all data was presented. It 
may be seen from Figure 14 that as gain increases, response time decreases, 
but at the cost of system oscillation about the target. As gains approach 
100,000 ma/radian, the system becomes unstable. At a gain of 45,000 ma/ 
radian the fundamental frequency of pressure oscillation is a clearly 
visible characteristic frequency of the displacement. 









Linear Response for Various System Gains, 
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of Figure 15 is not due to the gain of the system, but is rather an 
effect of the inertia of the turntable and load. The cylinder pressures 
of Figure 3.3 have a frequency which decreases as inertia increases. 
o 
That is, for an inertia of 2300 lbm-in , the force required to initiate 
movement of the turntable is small. Hence, an oscillation too small to 
be visible in this graph is present in the pressure curve. As inertia 
increases, pressure peaks and the wavelengths of this oscillation each 
increase. Hence, the period of oscillation of the system with a 100,000 
2 
lbm-in inertia, .0138 sec, is longer than that of the smaller, 50,000 
2 
lbm-in inertia, .009 sec. Because these pressure oscillations are at 
a relatively high frequency, they are not generally observable in the 
displacement of the turntable. For such extremely large amplitude and 
2 
low frequency oscillations as the 1,000,000 lbm-in case, the frequency 
of oscillation may be seen in a low amplitude oscillation about the path 
toward the target. 
An examination can be made here of the validity of neglecting line 
dynamics. Of the six hydraulic lines of the system, only four carry 
fluid under compression. The two lines from the pistons to the reser-
voir are used simply to return the leakage flow of the piston to the 
reservoir. Of the remaining lines, the longest are between the valve and 
cylinders. These two lines thus have the longest delay time and the great-
est likelihood of affecting the system. 
A line delay time of .001 sec. has an equivalent natural fre-
quency of 1,000 radians/sec. The highest frequency observable in the 
nominal parameter model (50,000 lbm-in load) is approximately 100 cycles/ 
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Linear System Response for Various I n e r t i a s 
inclusion, the addition of these two lines to the non-linear model would 
have increased the order of the complete system from six to ten. The 
added accuracy of the inclusion of this effect was sacrificed for sim-
plicity of the model and a savings of computation time. Any further 
analysis broadening the scope of consideration of this model would surely 
find line dynamics among the first factors to consider. 
Observing the oscillatory motion of the pressure, the reason for 
this phenomenon becomes an obvious question. Since the frequency 
increases as the mass decreases, the system is obviously responding as 
a spring-mass combination. The two possible sources for the spring 
effect are the hydraulic spring of the fluid under compression and the 
mechanical spring of the chain. Figure 16, similar to the pressure graph 
of Figure 15, includes curves representing the effect of the volume of 
fluid under compression and the length of chain subject to stretching 
being individually doubled. Since volume change and chain length change 
each visibly alter the original graph, each component is necessary and 
significant in the model. 
Variation in bearing friction gives an extremely interesting 
result. Figure 17 depicts the changes in pressure and angular displace-
ment with bearing friction. As may be seen in the graph, the damping 
of the spring-mass oscillation increases dramatically as the viscous 
friction reaches high levels. The major benefit of this phenomenon is 
the reduction in system fatigue by eliminating a substantial amount of 
the pressure variation. A problem with regard to this rather advantageous 
characteristic is the large viscous friction coefficient necessary to 
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in Cylinder and Chain Length. 
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Figure 17. Linear Response for Various Viscous Bearing 
Friction Coefficients. 
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The final parameter to be varied is the piston leakage coeffi-
cient. A potential advantage of increasing the leakage could be a reduc-
tion in peak values of pressure or an increase in damping of those 
oscillations. As can be seen in Figure 18, the reduction in pressure 
peaks was relatively small. Essentially no change in performance loss 
can be seen in the angular displacement curve as leakage is increased 
for 10" to 10" in /sec/lb/in . Although a slight increase in damping 
can be achieved, the cost associated with this damping (.5 in /sec leak-
age at 500 psi) is extremely high. 
Once the linear testing was completed, the creation of the non-
linear model remained. Each non-linearity was added individually to 
attempt to identify the most critical non-linear factors. The actual 
computer methods involved in the implementation of the non-linearities 
may be found in Appendix B. 
In sequential order, the non-linearities due to the calculation 
of p (Equation (2.13)), the square root orifice law of the valves, and 
the stiction of the turntable assembly were added. Their effects on 
pressure and angular displacement are presented in Figures 19 and 20. 
As may be seen in the wide difference between the model including stic-
tion and the others, this stiction seems to be the only effect which causes 
the system to vary significantly from the linear model. This may be 
expected since stiction is not included in the linear analysis. 
The effect of adding the final non-linearity, saturation, may be 
seen in Figure 21. The nonlinear model is in its final state at this 
point. In this figure, saturation has caused the system to respond in a 
much more inhibited way than the linear model to a step input. Again, 
38 
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Figure 21. Response of Linear and Non-linear Models to 
a Small Step Input. 
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the shape of the pressure curves are similar, but of different magni-
tudes. 
When the input step is increased, from .05 to .2 radians, the 
shape of non-linear model makes a radical departure from that of the 
linear model. This difference is most evident in the non-linear model 
in which no saturation is considered. As can be seen in Figure 22, this 
model no longer experiences the oscillatory motion of the linear system, 
but quickly damps out this tendency. Investigating this apparent 
damping phenomenon further, a graph depicting the pressure of the cyl-
inder for a series of larger and larger input steps is shown in Figure 
23. The steadily increasing damping of the systems may be best explained 
by examination of a different linear model with a slightly altered con-
figuration. 
If a leakage is induced between the ends of the piston connected 
to the valve, the pressure curves of Figure 24 result. The curves of 
this figure indicate that an effect similar to the non-linear damping 
may be realized by allowing this leakage flow between the pistons. 
From the above observations, a conclusion may be reached as to 
the explanation of this damping of the non-linear model. In Figure 25, 
the linear and non-linear pressure-flow relationships are show for vari-
ous spool displacements. As may be seen, the linear approximation sig-
nificantly overestimates the actual flow through the valve for high spool 
displacements. A reduction in flow equal to the difference between the 
linear and non-linear flow curves has been induced by the leakage between 
the pistons. To reduce the flow at the first pressure peak of the linear 
model that predicted by the non-linear model, a flow coefficient of 
800 -
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a Large Step Input. 
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Linear Model, .2 Rad Step 
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Figure 23. Pressure Response of Various Models for 
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Figure 25. Linear and Non-linear Flow Curves for 
Various Spool Displacements 
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approximately .1 in /sec/lb/in is required. The similarity of curves 
supports the above explanation of this phenomenon. 
This modification of the linear model indicates a method to 
simulate the pressure damping of the non-linear model, but cannot be 
used in general because the degree of flow varieties due to this effect 
is a function of spool displacement. The non-linear model including 
saturation still tends to oscillate at the same frequency and amplitude 
as the smaller step. This is due to the fact that saturation has com-
pletely determined the motion in both cases. From Figures 21 and 22, it 
becomes quite clear that saturation has a tremendous impact on the response 
of the system. 
A long time response of the system may be seen in Figures 26 and 
27 in which pressure and angular displacement are given for a compara-
tively long time interval. The major observations to be made are the 
slower response of the saturated non-linear system and the lack of sig-
nificant damping of the pressure oscillations in the linear model. The 
final values for the displacements are of extremely small amplitude. The 
discontinuous nature of the bearing friction model tends to artificially 
force the turntable to- shift repeatedly from positive to negative. This 
jumping about is reduced when saturation is induced into the model by 
removing the very rapid responses. This effect is minor and is not found 
in the actual hardware. 
The testing of the actual positioner was carried out at Scientific-
Atlanta on two positioners assembled there. One of these may be seen in 
Figure 1. Each positioner was subjected to a series of tests. The moni-
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Figure 27. Turntable Displacement for Various Models. 
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making a recording of two system variables simultaneously. Unfortunately, 
local noise affected the instruments and subtle, rapid changes were 
impossible to detect. With a sine wave of varying frequency as an in-
put, the response of the system was measured for both cylinder pressure 
and turntable displacement. When these recordings were compared with 
the theoretical response of the system, the correlation was very good. 
Graphs of actual and theoretical displacement are given in Figures 28 
and 29. The input function to which the system in Figures 28 through 
30 is subjected is a sine wave of a .0175 rad. amplitude which begins 
at the origin and ends at the time at which the data curves stop. The 
frequencies chosen for the comparison were considered representative 
points in the frequency range from .1 to 10 cycles per second (cps). 
Below .1 cps, attenuation and phase lag are negligible. Above 10 cps, 
the lack of resolution of the recording device made any measurement 
impossible. A calibration table was not available for the pressure 
transducer and it is only possible in Figure 30 to compare the shapes of 
the actual and theoretical pressure curves. The similarity of the curves 
serves as a further indication that the model is indeed correct. Being 
production items of Scientific-Atlanta, shipping schedules necessarily 
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Figure 30. Comparison of Actual and Predicted Cylinder 
Pressure for Four Input Frequencies. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a result of this study, a number of conclusions may be drawn 
regarding the modeling and performance of this hydraulic system. 
Based upon the limited test data available, the non-linear model 
as presented above seems to be a good representation of the actual sys-
tem. 
A linear model of the system will not be accurate except for 
very small deviations between the desired and actual displacement. 
The major performance limitation of the system is the relatively 
small maximum angular velocity of the turntable. Flow saturation of the 
valves and/or current saturation of the controller are the factors con-
tributing to this condition. 
The non-linear representation of the system has a very desirable 
apparent damping which reduces pressure oscillations for a large step in-
put. This effect is due to the non-linear orifice flow relation of the 
spool valve and may be crudely approximated in the linear model by a 
leakage between the pistons. 
Variations, within a range that might reasonably be expected to 
occur, in load inertia, viscous bearing friction, and leakage of the 
cylinder can have a significant effect on the cylinder pressure, but 
their effect is not significant with regard to turntable motion. 
A few recommendations are made regarding further analytical work 
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on this problem and regarding future positioners to be built. 
Hydraulic valves with a larger flow capacity, matched with the 
appropriate controller, could greatly improve the speed of response of 
the actual system. The substitution of these larger flow capacity com-
ponents should be considered seriously in the design of further such 
positioners. 
In any work which may follow this, the following topics which 
may affect the system performance are recommended for investigation: 
1. Line dynamics, the next most significant effect as deter-
mined in this study. 
2. Nonlinearity and resolution errors of the feedback poten-
tiometer transducer. 
3. Nonlinearity and backlash of the gearing mechanism between 
the turntable and transducer. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPLETE VALVE MODEL 
Two relatively complete representations of the particular valve 
considered here are the Merritt (14) and Moog (15) models. Though 
essentially the same, a few important considerations are unique to each 
model. Therefore, these two models have been combined into one more 
complete model. 
The Merritt model can be represented by the block diagram of 
Figure 31a. The main drawback of the Merritt model is that it con-
siders differential voltage as an input, rather than current. The rela-
tionship between input current and input voltage of the Merritt model is 
2 \i 2k, S G 
Ai * . fe {AA) 
< R c + V < l + ;r> ( R c + V ( 1 + ; r > 
a a 
Note: All variables defined in Figure 31a. 
Input torque to the flapper of the valve is linearly related to 
input current by the constant k . The flow diagram can thus be simpli-
fied to Figure 31b. Because the pressure feedback loop is normally of 
little effect, this factor may be eliminated from the model. The con-
stants k., k , kr(r + b), and A of the Merritt model are equivalent to 
t qp f v M 
k?, k , k , and A of the Mooq representation, Figure 32a. Incorporating 
L Z W S 
the above changes in Figure 31bwill result in Figure 31c. 
Since the transfer function desired is :)*( rather than . )c\ » 
the final term of the Moog model may be eliminated. This change is 
included in Figure 32b. 
At this point, two discrepancies between the Merritt and Moog 
models become apparent. One is due to the lack of damping in the arma-
ture-flapper stage of the Merritt model and the other lies in the absence 
of spool dynamics in the Moog model. 
The damping of the Merritt model is accomplished by the back EMF 
of the coils of the armature. This term is eliminated when input cur-
rent is utilized rather than input voltage. Recall that the servoampli-
fier is designed to output current rather than voltage. Since the arma-
ture of the Merritt model is not suspended in hydraulic fluid, there can 
be no viscous damping. The armature of the actual valve, however, is 
indeed suspended in fluid. Since this is the case, the Moog armature-
flapper dynamics were assumed a more valid representation of the valve. 
In the Moog analysis, the differential pressure across the spool 
is assumed to be negligible during dynamic conditions. Because the validity 
of this questionable assumption was never established, the more complete 
second stage analysis of Merritt was utilized. 
The final transfer function is a combination of the features 
judged more representative of the valve used. The block diagram is 
given in Figure 33. This fifth order model is represented by the trans-
fer function 
H1H2 
X Q ( S ) KfA 
"Rsi — s — : 2tT — — r r (A-2) 
^••^•^•^•ift2 
n wn hp whp fs 
A frequency response analysis of the valve using the above transfer 
function was made and is pictured in Figure 4. All of the data used to 
develop the plot was supplied by the manufacturer (16)(17). 
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A * area of end of spool , in 
v r 
• 2 A * nozzle a rea , in 
n 
b = d i s t a n c e between f lapper nozzle and spool , i n . 
k * net spring r a t e i n - l b / r a d 
an r 
k f * spr ing cons tan t of feedback sp r ing , l b / i n . 
3 
k * flow gain of f lapper va lve , in / s e c / i n 
k * torque cons tant of the torque motor, in- lb/amp 
2 
J = inertia of the armature and any attached load, in lb sec 
r = distance between flapper pivot and flapper nozzle, in 
R x resistance in each coil, ohms 
c 
r * internal (plate) resistance of amplifier in each coil circuit, 
ohms 
u * armature circuit break frequency 
D. = hydraulic natural frequency of pilot stage, rad/sec 
C. * damping ratio of pilot stage, dimensionless 
\i * amplifier gain for each side, dimensionless 
A = signal voltages from the amplifier, volts. 
A0 * angular displacement of flapper from null 
Axf • flapper displacement from null at nozzle 
Ax = spool displacement from null 
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Figure 33, Flow Diagram of Composite Valve Model. 
where 
2 
A = spool end area, in . 
k. * torque motor gain, in-lbf/ma. 
3 
k * hydraulic amplifier flow gain, in / s e c / i n . 
3 
k,. * flow gain of spool and bushing, in / s ec / in 
kf « net s t i ffness of armature - flapper, i n - l b s / i n . 
k • feedback wire s t i f fness , i n - lb s / i n . 
i = torque motor current, ma. 
3 
AQ * hydraulic amplifier differential flow, in /sec. 
Q = servovalve control flow, gpm. 
Xf = flapper displacement at nozzles, in. 
X = spool displacement, in. 
C * damping ratio of first stage, dimensionless 
Li = natural frequency of first stage, hz. 
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APPENDIX B 
NONLINEAR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Several subroutines were written to implement the nonlinear 
characteristics of the model. Each of these were called by function DYS, 
see Appendix D. All of the subroutines will be presented in the fol-
lowing paragraphs. Some require only a few words of explanation while 
others will be accompanied by a rather rigorous justification for the 
particular algarithms used. All programs were written in FORTRAN. 
Subroutine SAT, Figure 34, is used to simulate saturation of the 
input IN. If the value of IN exceeds either MIN or MAX, OUT is set to 
the appropriate maximum and minimum. If IN lies between MIN and MAX, OUT 
will be IN. 
Because voltage as well as current saturation were present in the 
controller, a numerical differentiation is used to determine the derivative 
of the current and hence the amplifier voltage. The technique used for 
the differentiation is a four-step Adams - Brashworth integration or a 
backward Newton integration (18). The backward integration was necessary 
because values for the current are known only for the past at any given 
time. Before the full four-step integration can take place, three pre-
vious values for current must be known. Lower order approximations are 
therefore used for these first three steps. These three values estab-
lished, the four-step method is used. Error due to this method can be 
expressed as E, where 
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E -h5y(0(f§^) 
h = step size 
y(C) = the fifth derivative of the current function at some 
point C 
Error by this method is extremely small. 
The complete expression for voltage is 
V = L di/dt + Ri 
where V * voltage, volt. 
L * coil inductance, henrys. 
R • coil resistance, ohms. 
i * current, amp. 
If the voltage thus determined does not exceed the voltage limits, the 
current as determined by the numerical integration is accepted as the 
current output. If the voltage limit is exceeded, the saturation voltage 
must be integrated to determine the actual current. This may be accom-
plished as follows: 
, _ sat 
(LS + R) 




i = (i)(step) +lasti 
where S « laplacian operator 
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step = integration step size 
lasti * last value of current 
i * lasti + (—r—)(step) - (r)(step) 
i(l + (£)(step)) - lasti + - ^ (step) 
(Lasti + (-^)(step)) 
j_ « L 
(1 + (£)(step)) 
The above equation is then implemented to find the actual output current 
for voltage saturation. Figure 35 is a listing of the program, VSAT 
implementing this procedure. 
Subroutine FLOW, Figure 36, uses the square-root orifice laws of 
equation (2.4) to determine the flows to and from the valve. The spool 
displacement is determined by the saturation scheme of Figure 5. This is 
implemented in the first segment of function DY. 
The denominator of equation (2.13) is created in subroutine DENOM, 
Figure 37, and used in the program PDOT, Figure 38 to create the time 
derivative of pressure in equation (2.13). 
The final nonlinearity is a characteristic of the bearing fric-
tion. This function may be pictorially described by Figure 11. A mathe-
matical representation of this function is a decaying exponential which 
is a maximum at the 0 = 0 point and decays to the kinetic friction value 
as 0 increases. Subroutine BRING, Figure 39, uses the maximum and minimum 
frictional values and a term representing rate of decay to simulate this 
value. Negative values of 0 make the sign of the friction negative. 
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:EI6-STAfJ*N0HLiN.SA1 
1 _ SUBROUTINE SATfMlN.MAX.IN.OUT) 
2 KtAL MIN.MAX.IIJ 
3 XK IN .5T .MAX) OUT-=-r»AX 
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Fiqure 34. Subroutine SAT. 
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• R t A L ' L . I N 
I H ( N I . L T . U ) GO TO 2 
- D C T r n / ~ = " ~ r ( T l . * I i 4 / 6 . J - l 3 . * P A b r U J ) + T . T ; « K A 5 T ( 2 ) 7 2 ; ) - P A S T ( 3 ) / 3 . ) / S T E P 
60 TO 7 : 
2~"lf"<MI.LT.3J 'GO'TO-3 "" " 
OERIv = ( ( 3 . * I N - ' . . * P A S T ( 1 ) * P A S T ( 2 ) ) / 2 . ) / S T t P 
7 P«ST(3) = PASTJ2J 
<iO TO '» 
"3""1 r O T T / i t r . 7 ) uU TO 9 
CtRIv = t I N - P » S T ( X ) l / S T E P 
H ^AST(Z)--= PASTU) 
SO TO 10 
- 9 ' D t R I V = 0 . - - • 
iO IK(L* ' - 'CRTV*HINU*IN) .LE»VMAX) GO TO 5 
—ut-Rrv"="v.T^x7t: 
OUT = (PAs l (^ ) • DERIV*STEP>/< l . - t . (R I *D*STEP) /L) 
GO TO 3 ' 
5 I f - ( (L * 'EHIV+niNU*IN) .GE.VMIN) l>0 TO b 
DtRIV = V^IM/L ~~ 
OUT = (PAST(2) • CERIV«STEP) / t l .+ (RTNO*STEP) /L ) 
5U [O- "T 
0 OUT = Hi 
8 Hi = i l l • \ " 
H A S T { 1 ) = our 
RETURN 
END 
Figure 35. Subroutine USAT. 
:cIb-SrAN«.JONLlN.FLOW 
— 1 SUBROUTINE P L O W ( Y . I O . Q ) - . . . . _ . 
2 JXMENblON Y(7) 
3 ~ CUMMON/OOnVi".CY»LCY,LCH,R.KA,'?t.n?;.ntAUb,iSAT»SATV,L,XSSAT»PS»PR. 
•» lOM£&AN,KV,ZETA,IH^R.Kn.KAM,LEAK.B , '>AY.Q'UN,MGAIN,RINU 
1 ' a KtnL- iu>K?,LCT. -cor ,nAi rsnT. i .Kv>r*)ER»K">Kni,LEAK 
6 XS = T(2 ) 
7 S S J I I . O S - • • -
a )ji = Km 
"- 9 P* = T (5 ) " 
10 XUXS' t - r .OEAUb/ i i . ) 00 TO 10 
t l Kl- - * 
K* = U . 
liU TO JO •"""" " • • 
10 It" (XS.(»T.-0EADr</2.) GO TO 20 
K2 = i. 
GO" TO JO — — — — 
ku KA = u. 
Ki, _ 3 j  
3u i t - ( P s . b e . n i > P S M I = S O R T ( P S - P I ) 
' IH (PS .LT .PX) PSMI = -CnRTCPl-PST 
I t - ( P 5 . ( i f . P ? > K-5-12 = S0RT(PS-P2) 
H - ( P S » C T T P ? I ~ P 5 : I Z - - j ! ) f ;T tP2 -ps ) -
UO T o U . ^ l . 10 
1 PlMR - S Q R T ( P ] - P R ) 
b r x^«(Kl*PSMl»i'.2«PlMR) 
RETURN 
2 H2N.R = 5(.RT(P2-PH) 
- - X S . (RT»PS.-^N ItMifHH) 
KLTUR'l 
trio -
Figure 36. Subroutine Flow, 
i 
'EIG-STAN»NONLlN.L)t.NOh 




<• HtAL LCY.LCHfKApI?Ar,L.KV.INER»KH.KAM,UtAK 
5 C-= -(ACY/K.TTfTaCH-J.l'nb^^J/^.^irfTH) — 
6 VOL = ACY*(I_CY/«!.4R*T-H-W«C> 
7 UtNOM = VflL/bE • C*ACY ~ -
8 KtTURU 
'""9 END ~ 
Figure 37. Subroutine DENOM 
'EIW-STAN^NONLIN.POOT _ 
- - J •'- SU3R0JTINE PjOTtQ.THOOTn'pOaJO«»PnOT) 
2 CUMriON/3OT0/ACY»LCY.LCHtR.KA,Ht.aStaeAUa.lSrtTf'SATVtU,XSSAT»PS»PR# 
3 10MEGAN»KV,ZETA.IMER.KB,KAM,LEAK.BMAX.B' ,'1N,B3AIM,RINU 
i* "KtAL LCY.LCH,KA»ISAT»KV»L»IMER»KB.<AM,LtAK 
5 h*DOi-=-tg.^CT*TT* 1 1 . »nCY»H/M) »1 HDt>T=t-E»*»P> /OENOH ; 
b KtTURN . _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
7 ItiQ 
Figure 36. Subroutine PDOT 
:EIG-sr»N*HCNUlN.HKlNG 
'"" i 3UHR0UTIUE n3IN3(D0T,0UT) 
2 CO.^M0. -l/n0Tr)/'«CY»LCY,LCH.R.KA,Bt.n';.f)tAUa,TSAT. ,;ATV,L,XS5AT»PS»PRi 
3 10MEGAN»KV,rETA,IUER,K3.KAM,LEAKtBMAyfB | , |lN,BGAlm,RINO 
"• KtAL LCYfLCH.KArI r .AT.L.KV.INER'KB»KAM,LtAK 
"5" or.rr~iniMrM-rtcwA'x^QHiN),ti.xvt-ab»iN*',p,?(»oTi) 
6 OUT r OuT/(INCR/l32.?*t2.)l 
'"7 l»-(DOT.L£.u.) GO TO 1C 
8 KbTURN 
"9 10 IMGOr.GE.O.) GO TO 20 
10 OUT = -OUT 
-IT HlTVm 
12 20 OUT = 0. 
-13 KETURN 
It ti'O 
Figure 39. Subroutine BRING. 
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APPENDIX C 
STATE VARIABLE FORMAT 
In state variable format, all dynamic effects must be expressed 
in terms of first order derivatives. To accomplish this a set of n 
quantities called state variables are established, n being equal to the 
order of the system. The time derivatives of each of these state vari-
ables are expressed as functions of the state variables. In this form, 
a numerical integration may be readily performed on the system when an 
initial condition for each of the state variables is known. 
A simple example of how these derivatives are formed may be seen 
in the following conversion of the transfer function G(s) into state 
variable format. 
r( \ 9(s) kl 
Y + k s + s 
G(s) + k36(s) + k2(s) - kjlU) 
3 - k^U) - k3e(s) - k2e(s) 
If 6 is called CJ 
8 * u 
u * kjlU) - k3u(s) + k2G(s) 
These are the two state variable equations. 
The state variable equations for the linear system of Figure 13 
are given in Chapter II and III and are repeated here: 
69 
V - k u 2 i - 2 C u V - u
2 x (from Figure 5) 
s con n n s n s 
x = V (from Figure 5) 
s s 
^ . fl,zJk±j£52£,- " » - ** + " (Eq> 3>1) 
p A 
where kl - AR(l + -f- ) 
k 
k2 «= C ^ " * * + eoR) 
k3 « qQ - LpQ - k1% 
k4 = A2/p £ (p + p Q )k 2 + l /A(Lcy/2 + RQQ) 
A2 /k(k4 RU + ^ ) 
k S - T72 B  
k4 
= A
2kk3 ,? + po v 1 
k 6 pk4 (— ) + A 
k7 - k5p + k6G *o o 
q - (L + k5)p - klw - k6G + k7 
p B « (Eq. 3.1) 
B k4 
where q, 0, and u are of oppos i te sign for p R . 
. AR(PA - P ) + M - f(M) - h u 
u * ; (2.15) 
0 « w (2.16) 
In this case v , x , p , p , u, and 0 are the state variables with the 
5 S n o 
proper values for all of the constants included, the matrix state vari-






0 1 o o o o 
•19600 -252 0 0 0 -513 
6.E7 0 -3 .E-3 0 -2.E+5 2 .2 
•6.E7 0 0 -3 .E-3 2.E+5 -2 .2 
0 0 -11.5 -11 .5 4 .E-2 0 




0 0 0 
513 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 -5.3E-4 
0 .154 0 






LINEAR AND NON-LINEAR COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Several computer programs were developed to digitally implement 
the linear and non-linear models as were presented in Chapter II. 
The first four programs are the non-linear programs. The main 
program, INTEG, serve a an interface between the operator and the com-
puter. Here, the integration step size, initial conditions, system 
inputs, and final time are input. The output includes information 
regarding the system states at predetermined time intervals. The pro-
gram labelled CONSTANTS stores all of the system constants. Program 
AB assigns all of the linear elements of the A and B matrices. Sub-
function DYS is used by the Runge-Kutta numerical integration to estab-
lish the time derivatives of each of the state variables. This function 
calls each of the non-linear subroutines described in Appendix B. 
The linear model is made up of the second group of four programs 
The main program, INTEG, serves the same purpose as the main non-linear 
program. In addition, the linearization point is entered in this program 
Data representing the system parameters is again stored in CONSTANTS. 
Subfunction DYS forms the time derivatives of the state variables using 
the A and B matrices created by the fourth linear subroutine LINA. LINA 




1 UlMENilON y ( 7 ) . M i l ) . Q t 7 ) t A ( 6 f 6 > » B I 6 » 2 ) » H A S T ( 3 ) "_ 
2 EXTERNAL -1Y 
3 CUMMON/DOTS/A.B»A^T>IO;CPSTHOVAMpMEV»C»'SMCX,PHAMEX.PAST» 
<• isrEM.ni  
3 l©Trf"WlM,\f <) 
b ID = 0 
7 — 10 W K l T E l b . l n l ) ~ 
U 101 hORMal C I E N T I R KKOt AND PRINT STEP S1Z6- «NU PINAL T I M E ' ) 
9 " WtAD(3»lU0)M.^.^P '" """ 
io " K i T E i & ' i n u J H . r ' ^ f 7 
frt— : Wr<ITE-<*>>~lTl5) 
12 105 F U H M A T C E^TER AMPLITUDE AND FHEOUEMCYVCPS) OF THETA'. 
l j - - - J * - DESiKEO ANJ-AMPLlTU9E#*T-/r'_»-REfL ,ENCTlCPS), AMD PHASE'/ 
14 2 ' S H I M OF EXTERNAL MOMENT.') 
I S KtAD(S.100)AtfPTHD»CPSTHUrAMPMEX,-CPSMfcX'KHAUEG 
16 *KITEl*«10C)»KPTHD.CPSTHD»AMPMtX,CPSMEA»PHAOEG 
-vnAHb* = pHAOETT/3/.;Vb/B " 
..•HITE16.1Q2) 




"TH£TAO - TtT) " — " 
SIEP = H/4. 
Nl 2 1 " 
EfSlL = H/10. 
-ZV - Y d ) " 
WKITEl«>'106) 
-t^ft-fiiKMAH-^XT ' TIME' > ftX > ' A-CYLIHHEM', 3X'f 'g-CTtlNnEff >T3X r* THeTA~DOT'l 
17X,ifHETAi) 
— tfHiTE'fcf ipO)Y(U>-r<<rrTTt3rrrr6»T»rf7) : 
20 20 = ZO • Z 
- - CAUL KKDE(GY,Y,Z0»H>WVPr71 " ~ 
1 P ( Y ( ' H . L T . 0 . ) YU> = 0 . 
-it-rYcbr-.xrr.o.) T<?) =-<r; WHITE If , , 100) Y ( l ) . Y l ' O ,Yl5> t Y ( 6 > . Y ( 7 ) 
- lM-ZO'l -T.ZF-uPSIt l -GO-TO—20 - " = 
30 Wr<ITE'6tlo3) 
103 FORMAT!' C»0 YOU WT5TrTO-Ct3NTTTWem> S< ART OVER (2) »~ O R S T o P O ) ' 1 
RtAD<S'100>IO 
-t^(lDi"t3T2-r-T50-TO-tYJ ~ 
l M I D . t d . 3 ) Gu TO i*0 
K K i T E i & . i o ' n --•• — ' — 
104 FORMAT I • ENTEH KKDE ftNO PRINT STEP S I Z t AMU FINAL TIME'> 
—«fcAD<:>'ll)0>HN»Z'ZF -
wKlTE*ft»100)HiifZ»7F 
-S t *p -= - r r /T j ; 
I F U 8 b ( H N - H l . L T . 1 0 . E - 6 > GO TO 20 
. Hrl... . 
N l = 1 
SO-TO 20 
40 SI OP 
—C"0 
EI6-SlAn»M0NLlN.CONSTANTS 
1 COMPIUtHlDAT;,=SHOnT) . (OATA=TBM> 
2 6L0CK ^ATA 
3 "~ Rt-AL l-CYpLCH.KA.KV.L'.TNER'.KB.lCAM/TSAT.LtlAK 
COMM0^/D0TC/ACY.LCY,LCH.n.KA.Bt,DS.DEAUb,lSATrSATV,L,XSSAT»PS»PR. 
"3 tqMESANriCV.ZETATtwrX'tKg.KAM.LgA^iHVIAyrO^XN.tirSAIN.RINLJ 
6 U*TAALY,LCY.LCHfR,KA,8E»nS/5. l b , j ; i . 7b . b j . q s , l 4 . 33»2-E6f 2 . 7ES, . 3 1 2 / 
"7 U A T A K U , D t A O D , I S A T , S A T V , L , X S S A T » P s / . l » 0 . « b O . , i n o O O . , 1 . . . 0 0 ? i « 1 0 0 0 . / 
6 LMTA i.lEK,0MCJAN,KV,7ETA,LEAK ,HR/250 0 . »14n. . . 2 5 6 6 6 , . 9 . 1 ,E- t> , 0 . / 




• i SUBROUTINE A 3 < A . B . I I ) "" ' ' " 
2 jl.MENilON M r „ ( i ) . ' K f „ ? ) 
3 • CUMM0J/D0T3/^CY.LCY,LCH,R7K"A-,Ber.DS;r3EAUU,TSAT.SATV.L,XSSAT»PS»PR." 
H 10i->EGrtNiKV,2ETA,ir4F rH rKO»KAM,LEA»'. .S«AX.B«IIJ,«GAIN.RirJtJ 
5 : RHAL~ CCHTL7LCT. INL I t .KA,K ,V .KB, lSAT.Kf fV ,LEAK 
b 100 FORMAT!) 
7 W H I T E R . i n l ) ™ 
tj 101 FU«MAr(« 00 YOU WISH A PRINTOUT OF A A"U ni* 1=YES» 2=N0«) 
9 " •"•" REA0(5.100)10 
10 uU 20 1=1.6 -XT 3O-30"'J=r,&" 
12 A i i r j i = r». 
- 1 3 '3C CONTINUE 
1* DO 2b J = 1 . 2 
"15 " 3 « I . J J = 0 
16 20 CONTINUE 
1 7 lr~i i r .TiL.nl ^0 IU 13 
1« . LO.̂ ST = C S « 3 1 4 . * S f i « T ( ( P S - P R ) / 2 . ) 
19 *V = KV/CONST " " — 
20 11 = 1 
-21 1& A U , 2 ) = u " 
22 A V 2 . H = -<0MEGAN»»2.) 
T 3 A^272)~= -?.«<;KlA«UMb'.>AN 
Al2 ,6> = -KAH 
A 1 5 . 3 ' = ACY»R/CIFlE1r7T3272*r.5Vn
— 
A15.H) = - A C Y » R / ( I N E R / ( 3 2 . 2 « l 2 . J ) 
A « 5 , 5 I = - K 3 / ( I N E « / ( 3 2 . 2 * 1 2 . ) ' ) 
A 1 6 . 5 I = 1 . 
O l-ZTi ) - = - K KH 
30 B i 5 . 2 > = 1 / ( I N E R / ( 3 2 . 2 * 1 2 . > ) 
"31 I H I 0 . E & . 2 ) 5CTTO~60 
32 * M T E l b . l 0 3 1 
"33 103 FORfoAH* A MATRIX'7 
iH OO i*0 I = i , f, 
-3s *rtrrr*-t>-;iqm I A H . J > . J = I . 6 ) 
36 **Q CONTINUE 
"37 — E K I T E ' b . l O ' H 
3» 10<* F O R K A T C a MATRIX*) 
"39 ' "00 50 1 = 1 . 6 
•»0 w K I T E l h . 1 0 0 ) ( E i ( I . J ) . J = l # 2 ) 
-TT 30~CtJNTIN1JE 
"»2 6 0 KtTUR'J 
«3 tNO - ' 
lEItt-STAN^ilONLIM.UY'j 







6U TO U i 2 i 3 i « i b . 6 ) . I 
1 I K A 3 S ( Y ( 2 ) ) . L E . X S S A T . 0 R . Y ( 3 J * S I S M ( 1 . . T 1 2 ) J . L E . O . ) GO TO 1<J 
Y12) = S1GW(XSSAT,Y(2)) 
T T 3 ) - = - G . -
10 UY s M l , 2 ) * r i 3 l 
- ' KETUR."< 
2 I0PT = A{2»6)»Yl7)4AMPTHO*SlN<e>.2f l32*C^STHU«Y(l)>*B(2,1) 
cALL"SAT( - isAT .TSAr , topr . iMAX) 
CALL VSAT(-SATV.SATV,L.HIND.PAST,STEP.N1,TMAX.IC0RH< 
DT~=—KT2 ,- t j • y Q-n-A I"2, 2 ) * Y I 3 J + H.0RTT>KV'*'« 0 M E G A N « » 2 . ) 
KtTURN 
3 l K Y ( ' H . L i . O . ) Y l t l = 0". 
CALL H - O M V . 1 , 0 ) 
-RLMOVE - C OF N E X T - L I N E ~ T 0 ~ R F K O V E ~ S O U A « E I.AW ORIFICES 
U = Y<2)»31«4*OS*SCHT( (PS-PR5/2.) 
~xnsurv£(\o>A(rc7Tmb i , v i u ) . onn 
. C A L L HJ0TI0,Y(6)»YI'O .OEII.OOT) 




RLMCV^""'C." OF-NLAI L1NL T'J HI.MUVr-SQUA«C L«W ORIFICES 
U z -r(2)t31<»»DS*50lU( (PS-PR1/2.) 
CALL ULM0M(-Y(7).-Y16).Y(5).CEN) " 
1>LL HJUTIO.-Ylb) .Y(S) ,DEN.DOT) 
UY = JOT " ' " " — 
HLTU^N 
-^-c^LL-urc i NTrrreTTTJim-
3«> C K MOvL ' C OF NEXT LINE TO ELI"INATC NONLINEAR DEARlNG F R T C T I O N 
"37 C GUT = fi. - • — 
j 3 * Lir = A(5,3)«Y(U)*A(5,i*)«Yt5)*A(5,5)«Y(«>)>B(R,2),AMPMEX* 
39 - lSIN(6.2a32«CPS»EX*Y(l)+PHAMEX)-OuT 
•»0 KtTUR'J 
T G-OT = -fi(6",^r«YTfn , : 
<*2 KtTUR'J 
H 3 - ,tr;D . ...... 
ZEIG-«;TAN»LIN. Intro _ _ „ 
I UIKEMSION Y(7) .ylo) .»r7l .U(7) tA(6»tj) tfl(«>»31 
_ ? t A T E K l j A L UY 
j CjMM6i i /0"orS/A»b.AK."PTH:jVCPSTHri" 'AKPKEy»CPSMEX»PMAMEX 
t » _ 1 0 0 HuRMAj ( )  
S ~ TL « t < I T L " ( b » l U l ) 
f. l u l H i P M A T C l C N i t R rKOE A , : D _ P R I N T STEP <; IZE AND F I N A L T r M E . O 
7 KLALl(L.f 1 U U ) I H " Z I vF 
A W . < I T E U » . 1 U U ) I 1 » Z . Z F 
q wi<I T L l O . l U b ) 
lf> 1 0 5 F u f t M A T C cUTLK AMPLITUDE Ann F R E Q U E N C Y ! O S ) O F T H E T A ' . 
T i l ' " t ' D L S I H t u A:iL) A . . - r»L lTU jE ' * » / . • "FHEOUFMCY «CPS> . AND P H A ' S E T T 
1? ?' S H U T OF FXTEPUAL MOMENT, t ) 
M ' K E A D ( b " . l U i j 7 T H ! P T n U . C P b r H D f A M P M E X « C P S " E X ' P H A O E G 
1<I wKlTE<6 J L lJ )0 )AWPTHU.rHi ,THU^AMPMEX»CP«;C.EX»PHADE<. 
" " 1 * PnAME'x = P V l i " 0 E G / V 7 . ? 7 4 7 d 
lA WKITE(6»I3'»)  
17" lt)4 KokMAfC ENrtl< i I N E A R I Z A T I O N POINT') 
l M KEAL>(J>^10U>^ _ 
"" 1 9 " ' « ^ l T E . t 6 » l u 6 ) X 
_ 2 f t _ n W l T E ( 6 . 1 u 2 ) 
2 i 1 0 2 V O R ^ A T C ' - E M I L K I N I T I A L SECTOR W I T H I N I T I A L T I M E F I R < ; T . • ) 
2 ? U E A O < s » 1 0 0 ) r 
« s I T L ( 6 t 1 0 U ) Y 
I r i E T A j = Y ( 7 ) 
CALL L I " N A ( X , A « B > 
L P S I L = H / l n . 
ZO = Y ( | l 
w R l T E ( f e . l j n i T < H » ! ( ? ) . Y < 4 ) . Y ( 5 ) . Y ( 6 » . Y ( 7 ) 
2 0 ZU t 2 0 • 1 
CALL H K I 1 L ( D Y » Y . 7 U » H , W . Q » 7 ) 
s n r r r r T & 7 i u o , y 11 >. Y T P T T Y T V I T Y T O T Y T S T . Y (7 ) = 
l F t Z O . L T . ^ F - t P S l L ) f,0 TO 20 
30 «K lTL (o»103 ) 
103 ^ ^ | ^ T C Li'J YOU UJSH TO C O N T T N U E U I , START OVER(2>» OR STOP(3>») ' 
KEAUl ' j ' 1UU) FL. 
IP ( I C N E 0 > 2 > _yu TO I n 
I F T T O . E R O T (,"ITT0 ««n "" ' 
__*RlTC(6»_106j _ 
106 F ' O R W A T I ' t'llTEK nKQE AflS PRINT STE> * i z £ ANU FINAL T T M E T H 
n l . A t ) ( 5 ' 1 0 0 ) i i » Z . 7 F ' 
iTTrrrnrrnnrrrTTrTZF 
t»0 TO 2 0 
" 4 0 STOP 
t f . O 
ZEIG-<;TAN»L. IN. CONSTANTS 
I "CLOCK O'ATA 
C O K M O N / C O ' I S T / A C Y . K A . R / L C H . L . I C Y » B E # O M E G A N » Z E T A . K V » I M E R » « B » K A M 
.1 K t A L LCM»LCY"» Inr l<«KA«KV»KU»L .KAM 
i * _ UATA M C Y ' K A . L C n . L C Y . b c / i > . 1 6 , ? . £ + o . 5 ^ . o t > » 2 7 . ^ . 2 . 7 E + 5 / 
<* " " " UATA O W f c ' O A N . ^ t r / i » K V . I < " 7 r * 0 - . . o 7 . 2 b b b * . 1 * * « 3 3 / 
f, u A T A _ i ; A M _ » L _ » _ « b » I » - L U / ? 0 « 0 « _ » _ l . E - 6 t . l i ? r % 0 0 . < ' 
7 ' t u b " " 
Z E l O - c , T A N . L l N . U Y S 
F UNC T I Of i U Y~i Y « I ) 
C O M M 0 u / n o r S / A » f ) . A M P l r i l ) . C P S T t | i ) . A M P M E x » C P S M E X i P f 1 A M E X 
DIMENSION Y(7r.i<t,».,) »0<6»3> 
UY = 0.  
~ur~- A i i « i U Y i 2 i * A f i . 2 ) * Y « 3 > * A T I . . V ) " « Y " ( J » ) ' * A ( i ; < • i • y r 5 T > A i i » 5 ) * Y J 6 ) 
Ut - UY • A ( I » b ) * Y ( 7 > + 0 < I ' 1 ) .AMf 'Tl lL<» r . IN(h.2f l32*CPSTHD»Y(l) ) _ 
UY"= |>Y • B( l»2)*AMl 'MEX«SlN(r, .2f lJ2»rt 'SHiEX»Y< 1)*PMAMFX) • FJ(f73T 
KtTUl l l i 
tNO 
Z t l G - O A N . L l N . L l U A 
1 ' i'dUfloriTlhETTFiATXrA.B") 
7 OlvEllSIOII Ki- <7) .KKI7) »A'fe'6) ,n<b»3> »X<6> 
* " " C0MMo^/C0.iST?ACYfK"A7N.LCn»L.l CY.Ut •P.Mt.OAN»ZETAiKV»InER»kBiKAM 
it KLAL LClI'LM CY.TflLR.K\>KV»KR. KF. Kl̂ r k_AM 
s ui.FIfiE k l ( P u l = t L»c.Cr»Ma/'KM«ACYV)<"' """ 
f, UcFIur Ki!<T.,0> = (<i Cn-3 .1UW.*H> /2 . l *ThO*R 
7 U E F I M L " KJlO.V.POi riiunTi1»Kl> r Q0-L»Pn-Kl*THOOT0 
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